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Chapter II

Theory of Pansori
Kim Kyung-hee
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1 . Jangdan and Buchimsae
(1) Jangdan
Jangdan is the fndamental rhythmic pattern that constitutes the skeleton of Korean music. It is
usually played by the accompanist who plays the janggu (hourglass drum) or the buk (barrel drum). A
Korean musical melody already incorporates a particular rhythmic pattern within itself, and therefore
one could recognize the rhythmic structure even without drum accompaniment. Usually jangdan is the
general term for both a specific rhythmic pattern and the rhythmic composition of percussion, and each
jangdan has its own tempo. If one plays a particular jangdan too fast or too slow, it would lose its
character and become something totally different.
Jangdan is one of the most important elements that make up Korean music and is often thought
of as the element that completes Korean music. Pansori is often described as ‘ilgosu imyeongchang
(first is drummer, second is singer).’ This means that one good drummer is worth two good singers and
implies that it is much more difficult to become a good drummer than a good singer. It also signifies just
how important jangdan is in pansori music. Sin Jaehyo (1812-1884), a famous pansori theorist who
compiled the lyrics and theory of pansori, has composed a short song called ‘Gwangdaega’ (Song of
Gwangdae). Its lyrics go ‘jangdan gojeo (lit. jangdan high and low) byeonhwa mugung (lit. changes
endless), iri nongnak jeori nongnak (lit. here nongnak, there nongnak).’ This implies that a jangdan
features endless changes in terms of musical pitch as well as the length of notes.
In the composite word jangdan, jang means ‘long’ and dan, ‘short.’ Therefore it literally means
‘long and short.’ This refers to the fundamental structure that constitutes the skeleton of music. Jangdan
is often played by the janggu or the buk and this is probably because the sounds made by the two
instruments are either long or short.
In Western music, individual beats make up a rhythmic measure and rhythmic measures
constitute a musical phrase. This is based on the concept that a beat is divided into smaller beats.
However, in Korean music, individual beats make up a daegang (rhythmic pattern smaller than
jangdan) and daegang constitute jangdan. Siyonghyangakbo, a musical anthology from the 15th
century, uses the traditional hap janbo (square) notational system devised by King Sejong in the 15th
century. An example of the notation system is below.
鼓
go

搖
yo

鞭
pyeon

bak
daegang
jangdan
<Example 1> Jeongganbo Notation

雙
ssang
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One cell (or square) indicated above is bak and a beat which is smaller than a bak is called sobak.
In Korean music one beat consists of two or three sobaks. This means that in a single cell, there may be
two or three smaller beats. However, this is not described as being ‘divided into smaller beats.’ This is
because Korean rhythms are not conceived of as a large beat divided into smaller units but in fact as
smaller beats built into larger beats, as in rhythmic groups.
I will explain these concepts of dividing beats and how beats are built into a larger unit with an
example of eotmori ban (half) jangdan, which consists of honbak 1 (a mixed meter) of ten beats. An
eotmori ban (half) jangdan is divided into two daegang and each daegang is divided into three and two
smaller beats. However, as you can see in the example below, the length of a single beat can be short or
long. Thus a beat is different in length, which makes it difficult to understand. However, if you consider
this as smaller beats being built into larger rhythmic units, you can understand that three beats are united
to form one daegang and two, another daegang. And the two daegang of different length are united to
form a dae-daebak. This makes it much easier to understand Korean rhythm.
Eotmori half jangdan (dae-dae-bak)
daegang (daebak)

bak

bak

bak

daegang (daebak)

bak
bak

bak
bak

bak
bak

bak

<Example 2> Rhythmic Structure, Division Theory (Kim Yeongun, 2006)

The instrument that commonly accompanies pansori is the buk, or called soribuk (buk used for
pansori). The drum uses nails to fasten the hides which go over the body of the drum. This makes it
different from the buk used in pungmul (farmers’ band music), for example.

<Figure 1> Soribuk

<Figure 2> Pungmulbuk

The specific techniques used for sori-buk are indicated in the table below.

<Figure 3> A Performer Plays
the Soribuk
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oral notation (口音)
tteong (deong)

symbols

technique
Make oval shape with right-hand stick, strike the hide in a right angle Tteong (deong)
Make oval shape with right-hand stick, strike the hide in a right angle. Left side is

tteong (deong)

tteok

struck as well with left hand
Drum stick is raised inward about 30 degrees and struck from about 30 cm from the
drum

ttak

Drum stick is raised about 69 degrees from horizontal line. It strikes sojeom (bangak
area) from about a foot from the drum’s body

ttak

Drum stick is raised about 35 degrees from the side and, using the wrist, the maehwa
side is struck.

gung

Left thumb rests on the upper corner of drum’s body and, using the other four fingers,
strike the left side of drum
Left thumb rests on the upper corner of drum’s body and, using the other four fingers,

gung
strike the left side of drum in a right angle.
<Table 1> Symbols Used for Playing the Soribuk

The jangdan used in pansori are jinyangjo, jungmori, jungjungmori, hwimori, eotmori, and
eotjungmori. In early pansori, only the simpler patterns such as jungmori, jungjungmori, and jajinmori,
often used for folksongs, were employed. However, as pansori became more and more complex, other
patterns including jinyangjo, hwimori, and eotmori were added. These patterns have unique tempos and
striking methods, which are employed according to the context of the pansori narrative, such as in
peaceful or exciting scenes of the story. In other words, by adding slowest jinyangjo, singers were able
to express sad or peaceful scenes more effectively, and by adding fastest hwimori, singers could sing
faster, exciting and active scenes.
In describing the rhythms of folk music including pansori, Koreans use the expression ‘to tighten
(or to make knots)’ and ‘to loosen.’ This refers to the tension and relaxation found in the rhythms used
in Korean folk music. Just repeating the rhythms consecutively for example is neglecting the ‘real taste
of music.’ It is not easy for a layperson to understand this concept. This is most often learned through
playing the music his or herself, which lies deep inside the true understanding of Korean music.
In Korean music, one jangdan can have many different rhythmic variations and it is difficult to
pinpoint which of the variations to use. Therefore, it is better to say that a dense rhythmic pattern that
has faster beats is to ‘tighten rhythm’ and a rhythmic pattern that is slow and peaceful as ‘to loosen
rhythm.’ Therefore the tightening and loosening rhythms take turns regularly and such pattern is used in
pansori to coincide with the content of the story being sung.
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The reason why so many improvised changes occur in Korean music within the larger structure of
jangdan is that a performer meticulously employs the changes from tension to relaxation, or vice versa,
within the larger current of folk music.
Jinyangjo jangdan
Jinyangjo is the slowest of all rhythmic patterns in pansori. This may be subdivided into neujeun
(“slow”) jinyangjo, jinyangjo, and jajin(“fast”) jinyangjo, according to tempo. Jajin jinyangjo is used to
accompany ‘Arirang,’ and is also called semachi jangdan. However it is rarely used in pansori. The
word jin in jinyangjo is another word for gin in Jeolla dialect, meaning ‘slow.’ Yang means ‘sound or a
patttern.’ Thus jinyang literally means ‘slow sound.’ A jinyang 2 pattern has three sobak and six beats
per cycle. In the old days six beats were often seen as the basic rhythmic unit. However, these days six
beats are regarded as one rhythmic unit and four rhythmic units, which make up twenty-four beats, are
seen as one jinyangjo cycle. This theory was proposed by O Seongsam, a famous drummer, and
completed by master singer Kim Yoensu in his pansori music.
According to this theory, six beats are united to make up a rhythmic unit, which is also described
as pushing, processing, knotting, and loosening. However a jinyangjo pattern is not always made up of
twenty-four beats. In the case of Kim Yoensu and his Dongcho style of pansori, all jinyangjo patterns
have perfect twenty-four beats. However, in other styles of pansori, jinyangjo can have eighteen or
more than twenty-four beats per cycle. This pattern is often used along with the ujo mode, to express a
peaceful or lyrical scene or to depict natural scenery. A good example is found in the Chunhyangga of
Dongcho style, for the scene where Yi Mongryong visits Chunyang late at night.
The example below demonstrates how this pattern is united with melodies, using notation
examples. The music used for this demonstration is from the Chunhyangga sung by O Jeongsuk, who
sang the drama for almost seven hours. O Jeongsuk learned pansori from Kim Yeonsu and therefore is
a direct inheritor of the tradition of dongcho style of music. Dongcho style is the latest of pansori
schools to be formulated. Kim Yeon-su was trained under Jeong Jeongryeol, who was the master of
Seopyeonje (“western”) style of pansori and who constructed Chunhyangga as we know it today. Kim
devoted his life to developing changgeuk and through his hands, Dongcho style became more
structured and artistic in terms of dramatic presentation.3
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<Example 3> ‘Yi Mongryong Goes to Chunhyang’s Place,’ Dongcho style Chunhyangga (jinyangjo+ujo example)

(Text: A little later he hears the mayor telling the servants to call it a day. ‘Time to withdraw!’)
In the scene where Yi Mongryong is leaving Chunhyang, the music is played in the gyemyeonjo
mode as is shown below.

<Example 4> ‘Lamentation at the Orijeong Farewell,’ Dongcho style Chunhyangga (jinyangjo+gyemyeonjo)

(Text: Chunhyang makes Hyangdan go ahead and walks toward the woods around Orijeong.)
The twenty-four beat rhythmic cycle which is most commonly used for a jinyangjo cycle on the
soribuk is as follows.
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<Example 5> Jinyangjo iii

ddeong

Ddeok

ddeok

gung

ddang
ddak-

ddang
ddak-

gung

gung

warming rhythm gyeong (development)
concluding rhythm gyeol (conclusion)

ddeok

deong
gung-

pusing rhythm gi (introduction)

gugunggung

untying rhythm hae (resolution)

However, this rhythmic pattern is not used all the same each time. It can be changed according to the lyrics
and the dynamics of the singing. In other words, the rhythmic pattern is never repeated exactly the same in Korean
music. A rhythmic pattern is designated only as a basic reference, based on which the player can improvise.

<Figure 4> Pansori Singer Jeong Hweseok Performs on Stage

Jungmori jangdan
Jungmori jangdan is the second slowest pattern and the tempo is a walking tempo. One pattern
consists of twelve beats and one bak is made of two sobaks, notated as 12/4. It can also be divided into
neujeun (“slow”) jungmori, jungmori, and jajin (“fast”) jungmori, according to tempo. Jung means
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moderately slow and mori is to push forward. Some people differentiate mori from meori regarding
meori as an independent rhythmic unit and mori as an derived form from it. Thus they write jungmoeri
and otmeori and danmori and jajinmori as independent rhythmic cycles. The danmori, used in sanjo is
a faster version of jungjungmori.
Most danga, songs sung before singing the main part of pansori, are in the jungmori pattern. In
pansori, this pattern is used for when someone is walking or telling a lyrical story in a calm voice.
When the story is sad, the melody would be in the gyemyeonjo mode. When it is in the ujo mode, the
music usually describes faster movements.

<Example 6>‘Yi Mongryong’s Favor’ Dongcho style Chunhyangga (jungmori+ujo)

(Text: Yi Mongryong says goodbye to mother and daughter)
The drum that accompanies such music would strike as below with stress especially on the ninth beat.
The jungmori pattern by the buk accompaniment can be illustrated as follows.

ddeong

gung

ddak

gung

ddak

ddak

gung

gung

ddak

gung

eut

gung

<Example 7> Jungmori Pattern on Buk

Jungjungmori jangdan
Jungjungmori consists of twelve beats but it is usually divided into four sub-sections, each with
three smaller units. When a melody is in the gyemyeonjo mode and in jungjungmori, it usually depicts a
tragic scene such as wailing. However, it can ironically be employed for a very cheerful scene. When
jungjungmori is united with the ujo mode, it usually depicts a dance, someone briskly walking, or a very
delightful scene. Jungjungmori has a light tempo. It has four beats per cycle and one beat is subdivided
into three sobaks.
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<Example 8> ‘Conversation between Chunhyang and Bangja,’ Dongcho style Chunhyangga

A jungjungmori played using buk accompaniment can be illustrated as below.
o

ddeong

ddak

o

gugung

ddak

gugung

o

gung

ddeok

gugung

o

gugung

<Example 9> Jungjungmori pattern on Buk

Jajinmori jangdan
As the word jajin (meaning “fast”) indicates, it is a faster tempo jangdan. Like jungjungmori, it
consists of twelve beats just like jungjungmori but it is faster than jungjungmori. A melody that
incorporates a jajinmori pattern and in the gyemyeonjo mode is used for tragic situations in which there
is much activity . A melody in the ujo mode on the other hand is used when many things of a different
nature are occurring consecutively.

<Example 10> ‘Yi Mongryong Attends the Party,’ Dongcho style Chunhyangga (jajinmori+ujo)

(Text: When they pour the wine, the gisaeng like fairies dance all kinds of dances, and candles are
flickering, and merry songs in the fragrant breeze, and songs resound around the pavilion.)
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ddeong

gung

gung

ddeok

gung

<Example 11> Jajinmori Pattern in Buk Notation

Hwimori jangdan
The etymology for hwimori is hwimolda, meaning to run rapidly. It has the fastest tempo among
pansori rhythms. Hwimori has two sobak and four beats (4/4) and is also called danmori in sanjo and
dangak jangdan in shaman music. It is used when the situation is very busy and things are happening at
a very rapid rate.
o

ddeong

gung

gung

gung

<Example 12> Hwimori Rhythmic Pattern in Buk Notation (One minute: 110-120 beat)

Eotmori jangdan
Eotmori is named since it gives an off-beat feeling, with the triple and duple meter interchanging.
It is in a moderate tempo, with a complex rhythmic structure (3+2+3+2/8). Eotmori jangdan is used
mostly with the gyemyeonjo mode and depicts a mysterious or uncanny scene with a heroic figure.

<Example 13> ‘Gongmyeong jejang bunbal,’ Gang Dogeun Jeokbyeokga (Eotmori+ujo) transcribed by Myeong Hyeon

Ddeong

gung

ddak

gung

ddeok

gung

<Example 14> Eotmori Rhythmic Pattern in Buk Notation (one minute around 144 beat)

Eotjungmori jangdan
Eotjungmori jangdan is not frequently used in pansori and its length is half that of jungmori
jangdan. A pansori story (batang) can end with an eotjungmori jangdan, usually with a traditional
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danga song. It is sometimes used in the middle of pansori. An example is the ‘Hwedong
seongchampan’ scene in Chunhyangga or the song ‘Nae geunbon deureora’ in Sugungga. It consists of
six beats, with each beat having two sobak.

<Example 14> Eotmori Rhythmic Pattern in Buk Notation (one minute around 144 beat)

Ddeong

gung

ddak

dung

ddeonk

gung

<Example 16> Eotjungmori Rhythmic Pattern in Buk Notation (one minute: 80-90 beat)

(2) Buchimsae
The term buchimsae is a compound word of buchim meaning ‘to attach words and rhythmic
patterns together’ and sae meaning a method or a way. Therefore it means ‘a way to add words to
rhythmic beats.’ In other words, buchimsae is a musical term that refers to the many ways a singer can
combine words with rhythmic units and therefore designates the relationship between words and
rhythm. According to the way words are attached to a beat, the overall rhythm and the stress pattern can
change. The resulting variety adds richness to pansori music. Pansori singers describe the process of
combining words and beats as ‘to pose words’ (mareul notneunda). This means that they are creating
music by putting words to rhythmic beats and shows the importance placed on the way words are
attached to music is in pansori, resulting in a variety of methods and terminology.
The illustration below shows symbols created by master singer Kim Yeonsu who had
meticulously written them down in his personal score. This shows just how important buchimsae is to
pansori singers.
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<Figure 6> Kim Yeonsu
<Figure 5> Kim Yeonsu’s Changbon Chunhyangga (1976)

Buchimsae can be largely divided into daemadi daejangdan and oetbuchim. Daemadi
daejangdan refers to when the stress pattern of a rhythmic pattern coincides with the words of text. On
the other hand, when the stress pattern and the words go ‘off beat,’ it is called eotbuchim. The word eot
in eotbuchim means that something is not normal, that it is irregular. In other words, eotbuchim is the
technique of adding words that are off beat from the original rhythmic pattern. The types of eotbuchim
include ingeogeori, wanjageori, gyodaejuk and doseop.
Theories on buchimsae have been set by famous singers and drummers. Since the theory has been
preceded by actual performances of pansori, the terminology may be different from singer to singer.
The basis of buchimsae lies in Korean speech patterns. Pansori teachers would often instruct their
students, ‘Sing as you would speak.’ For example, there is a scene where Bangja is giving directions to
Chunhyang’s house to Yi Mongryong. For the words ‘jeo geonneo bonghwangdae mitte,’ the singer
should sing ‘jeoo- geon- nnnnn--neo.’ That way, the listeners can get a feeling for the distance that lies
between Yi Mongryong and Chunhyang’s house. Therefore one could say that buchimsae is meant to
elaborate on the basic speech patterns of the Korean language in tandem with the rhythmic cycles.
Daemadi daejangdan
Dae means ‘one’ and daemadi daejangdan means ‘one word receives one rhythmic pattern.’
Therefore this is the kind of buchimsae where the words correspond exactly to the fundamental
structure and rhythm of a jangdan. It is often found in the pansori of the Eastern region, Dongpyeonje,
and an example is found in the ‘Agi eoruenuen daemok’ (soothing a baby scene) from Simcheongga
sung by Song Mangap, a representative figure in the Dongpyeonje tradition.
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Text

eo

text

heo

dung

ji

nae

sae

kki

deong

tteo

kung

dung

nae

sae

nae

sae

kki

kung

tteo

kung

kki

cont’d
janggu
jangdan

tteo

tteo

<Example 16> Eotjungmori Rhythmic Pattern in Buk Notation (one minute: 80-90 beat)

A jajinmori jangdan consists of twelve sobak. As the tempo rises, three sobak are grouped into one
larger beat, which make the overall pattern sound like four bak.
As illustrated above, sobak with the janggu pattern and the word-phrasing correspond exactly. The
technique of putting words to match the rhythmic structure is thus called daemadi daejangdan. Since
melody and words are grouped according to rhythmic unit, the overall feeling is light and cheerful.
Eotbuchim
If the singer uses eotbuchim for buchimsae appropriately, the rhythm of a song becomes very lively
and rich. However, if it is done sloppily and unnaturally or if it does not make sense musically, then the
effect becomes very artificial and affected.
● Ingeogeori : This is a technique of putting words one or more beats later than the original
stress pattern. Therefore, the song starts after the second beat, after a few full rests,
as shown below.
daemadi

eo

heo

dung

dung

nae

eo

seul leong neom

eo

jjeol

jur

sae

kki

neun

de

mo

reu

daejangdan

ingeogeori 1

eo

2

eul

o

ni

janggu
jangdan

teong

ddeo

kung ddeo

kung

ddeo kung

ddeo

<Example 18> Contrast of daemadi daejangdan and Ingeogeori in Correspondence with Jangdan
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Therefore, when words and rhythm do not start together, with the words following after the rhythmic
beats, it is called ingeogeori. To reiterate, this is the original stress pattern:○-○/ ○○ - / ○-○ / ○○// But with the ingeogori the text stress becomes:
1 - - - /○○○/○○○/○○ - // or 2 - - ○/○-○/○- - /○○○//
These examples have words beginning in the second or third beats.
● Wanjageori: As in western hemiola, the rhythmic pattern can momentarily shift into another
pattern. For example, we have looked at a daemadi daejangdan in jajinmori pattern above.
The rhythmic structure for that example was three sobak + three sobak + three sobak +
three sobak. However in the text below, the pattern can be shifted to twelve beats of
two sobak + two sobak + two sobak + two sobak + two sobak + two sobak.
daemadi

oe

heo

dung

dung

nae

saeng

ha

sae

kki

tteo

kung

daejangdan
wanja

oe

ryoe

soe

go

myeon

geori
janggu
pattern

deong

tteo

gung

tteo

kung

tteo

<Example 19> Wanjageori and Corresponding Jangdan

In other words, the pattern that goes ○-○/ ○○ - / ○-○ / ○○- //can shift into ○○/○ - /
○○/○ ○/ - - / - - //, even within a single rhythmic pattern. Such a change in the structure
of sobak is called wanjageori.
● Gyodaejuk: This indicates when the words jump over several jangdan. The meaning of
gyodaejuk is ‘a cat jumping.’ Thus words discontinue for a moment, move over
several spaces, and then attach to the next line.
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daemadi

oe

hoe

dung

dung

nae

won

-

-

tteo

sae

kki

-

-

-

-

-

-

geun

i

nang

ja

hoel

gung

tteo

kung

tteo

kung

daejangdan

gyodaejuk

-

-

-

janggu verbal pattern
notation

-

deong

-

je

tteo

<Example 20> Gyodaejuk and Corresponding Jangdan

As illustrated above, ‘won’ began with a ingyeogoeri buchimsae. However, this ‘won’
was extended over fourteen beats and then was attached to ‘geuni’ shortly.
This is the typical example of a gyodaejuk.
● Dosoep : This is when the singing is done in free rhythm, although there is a specifically
designated rhythmic pattern. The drummer would still maintain the original rhythmic pattern,
while the singer would ignore this and sing in a free rhythm.

<Example 21> Example of Doseop (Jajinmori jangdan)

In the notation shown above, the fifth pattern starts with an ingeogeori. And at ‘hwoel,’ the word is
extended to the next pattern, shifting over several beats, thus demonstrating a gyodaejuk. Then, starting
with the seventh pattern, the drummer plays the twelve beat jajinmori, while the singer, on the other
hand, sings in a free rhythm. Thus, when the basic rhythmic pattern is maintained while the singer sings
above the pattern, this is called dosoep.
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Among the various types of buchimsae explained above, there are those that are especially favored
according to the eastern or the western style of pansori singing. In the case of Soepyeonje, which
employs lots of embellishments and technical features, there are more eotbuchim used. On the other
hand, in Dongpyeonjae, which is pretty much straightforward and energetic, the overall tempo of the
rhythmic pattern is fast and the use of daemadi daejangdan more prominent.
2. Melodic Modes and Doeneum
(1) Melodic Modes
Pansori is based on the shaman ritual music of the Southern Jeolla (Namdo) region and the
gwangdae (professional entertainers) sori. It is dramatic music that employs some type of narrative.
Therefore, a pansori must express diverse situations and stories, which call for different musical modes
to describe the atmosphere of a scene or a character. In pansori, depending on the melodic structure or
form, many types of musical modes are used, including pyeongjo, gyeongdeureum (or gyeongjo),
seolleongje (or hogeolje), chucheonmok, and menarijo. However, since gyeongdeureum, seolloengje, and
hogeolje can be categorized under ujo, and chucheonmok and seolleongje as gyemyeonjo, one can safely
say that the various modes in pansori can be reduced to just two branches of melodic modes, ujo and
gyemyeonjo. The first historical source to mention musical mode in pansori is Josoen changgeuksa (The
History of Korean Changgeuk) written by Jeong Nosik in 1940. Before that, names of musical modes did
not appear in pansori history. It is assumed that the terms ujo and gyemyeongo have been adopted from
gagok, the long lyric song repertoire popularly sung by the middle-class or the aristocrats.
Incidentally, jo, used in the history of Korean music, is quite an inclusive musical term. First, it
meant the mode of music. Second, it was used to indicate a specific key. Third, it was used as melody,
fourth as tempo, and fifth as a reference to ‘style’ of music. Currently, the first and fifth meanings of the
word are most prominently employed. Aside from the word jo, je mentioned from seolloengje and mok
from chucheonmok all incorporate the meaning of mode, key and style of music.
Here, ujo and gyemyeonjo and other various melodic modes will be examined.
Gyemyeonjo
Gyemyeonjo is employed in some of the representative folk songs from Jeolla province (Namdo
region) including ‘Yukchabaegi’ or ‘Heungtaryeong’. It is also used in the shaman ritual music from
Jeolla and Chungcheong provinces, and the southern part of the Han River. Gyemyeonjo with its
melancholic and soft sentiment is usually employed to express tragic scenes or the subtle movements of
a female. Recently, in order to distinguish scenes that express very sad emotions from more subtle
melancholic scenes, different singing methods or sigimsae have been used as jin-gyemyeon, pyeonggyemyeon, u-gyemyeon, or dan-gyemyeon. However, such distinctions are not commonly drawn.
Famous gyemyeonjo scenes in pansori are ‘the dying wish of Madam Gwak’ from Simcheongga
and ‘Ganan taryeong (Song of the Poor)’ sung by Heungbo’s wife from Heungboga. The following is
an example of the music arranged by Im Bangul for the ‘Ssukdaemeori (Disheveled Hair)’scene from
Chunhyangga, which is probably the most famous scene that employs the gyemyeonjo mode.
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<Example 22>‘Ssukdaemeori’ scene from Chunhyangga, Im Bangul version (jungmori+gyemyeonjo)

As shown above, the notes that appear are mi-la-si-do-re. However, the do, in the second and the
fifth words of the first rhythmic pattern, is actually a descending slide from do to si. When we arrange
these notes into a scale, it becomes a pentatonic scale, with the ascending movement mi-la-do-re-mi and
the descending, mi-re-(do)-si-la-mi. This is the most common scale used for pansori music in the
gyemyeonjo mode.
Ujo
Ujo originates from gagok or sijo (short lyrical song), which have been arranged into pansori
music. Therefore it has the musical features of the aristocratic music. It usually depicts a heroic figure or
a splendid scene of nature. The most famous examples where ujo is used include the
‘Samgochoryeo’part from Jeokbyeokgaor ‘Beompijungryu’ from Simcheongga. The ‘Sinyeonmaji’
scene from Chunhyangga, another very famous excerpt in the ujo mode arranged by Jeong Jeongryeol,
is as follows.

<Example 23> ‘Sinyeon maji’ in Chunhyangga, Jeong Jeongryeol version (jajinmori+ujo)

As shown above, the melody is in a pentatonic scale, with notes sol-la-do-re-mi appearing. This is a
feature commonly found in pansori in the ujo mode.
Pyeongjo
Pyeongjo shares the same scale structure with ujo, but its overall feeling is lighter, more peaceful
and cheerful. Famous examples are the ‘Gisanyeongsu’ scene from Chunhyangga and the part that
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describes the beautiful scenery of Namwon. An excerpt from the well known ‘Cheonjadwipuri’ from
Chunhyangga, where Yi Mongryong is reading his book, is as follows.

<Example 24> ‘Cheonjadwipuri,’in Chunhyangga’ Dongcho style (jungjungmori+ujo)

The above example demonstrates that major notes of the melody constitute a pentatonic scale, sol-la-dore-mi-sol, which is the same with ujo.
Gyeongdeureum
Gyeongdeureum is one of the modes in pansori and is also called gyeong tori. Gyeongdeureum is
based on the folk song melodies origined from Seoul and Gyeonggi regions. It has been arranged by
Yeom Gye-dal in the 19th century, a pansori master from the Gyeonggi region, and has been developed
further by Song Mangap. Its mood is bright and cheerful, like most of Gyeonggi region folk songs. It is
found in the scenes where a character of the story is from Seoul. Famous scenes that use gyeongjo
include ‘Namwongol hanryang’ and ‘Yi Mongryong solacing Chunhyang’ from Chunhyangga. An
excerpt from Chunhyangga which employs gyeongjo is as follows.

<Example 25> ‘Nulgeun gwabuga eosaddokke poak’ in Chunhyangga, Dongcho style

The above demonstrates that the major notes are mi-sol-la-do-re-mi. Therefore, like Gyeonggi region
folk songs, it is based on a pentatonic scale without any half-notes, with sol as the final note.
⑤ Seolleongje
Seolleongje is the pansori version of a gwonmaseong call, which is a high-pitched song sung by
carriage carriers in the earlier days. It is also called hogeolje, deollongje, or deureongjo. It has a long
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high-pitched sound with melodic leaps, giving it a very masculine feeling. Therefore it is used when a
soldier boastingly appears or to depict an impending threat in pansori drama.
Famous examples are the ‘Gunnosaryeong’ scene from Chunhyangga, the ‘Namgyeongseonin’ scene
from Simcheongga, and the ‘Song of Hunting Swallow’ in Heungboga. The tone structure of
seolleongje is identical to that of ujo, except that it is in a higher register and sounds more high-spirited.

<Example 26> ‘Namgyeongseonin’ in Simcheongga, Yi Dongbaek version

As seen in the above excerpt, the melody characteristically is extended high above, which then
falls below an octave before it rises again into a high register for cadence.
Chucheonmok
Chucheonmok was said to be made by the Master Yeom Gyedal in the 19th century and is in the
same scale as Gyeonggi regional folk song. The melody is said to resemble someone riding a swing.
Good examples are ‘Ne geureun naeryeok (how badly you behaved)’ from Chunhyangga.

<Example 27>’Ne geureun naeryeok’ in Chunhyangga, Dongcho style

As explained above, pansori is mostly expressed through the gyemyeonjo and ujo modes.
However, among other musical modes, gyeongdeureum, chucheonmok, pyeongjo, and ujo are similar in
their scale construction. Moreover, the same mode employed by singers in a pansori performance may
have different scale structures. This is because traditional pansori modes have not been constructed
based on scale or mode structures, but rather on the atmosphere of a particular melody. Therefore, some
singers would call gyemyeonjo what is really ujo but communicates a feeling of sadness. On the other
hand, if a melody is grand and peaceful, even if it is in the gyemyeonjo mode, it would be described as
being in the ujo mode. This is explained in Joseon changgeuksa, the first historical source to mention
the concept of musical modes in pansori.
Mokcheong (tone color) remains the most important factor, whether the melody is in ujo or
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gyemyonjo. This can be determined by hearing the music itself, but it is difficult to describe in words.
To explain only briefly, ujo comes from the singer’s lower abdomen and thus sounds plane, peaceful,
and masculine. On the other hand, gyemyeonjo comes from one’s vocal chord and teeth, and thus
sounds more emotional, soft, and elaborate. If a singer is skilled in terms of controlling the tone colors
and is on an accomplished level, he should be able to switch from one mode to another freely.
Thus a musical mode has to do with the control of tone color, and Koreans believed that one must
enter into the level of transcending musical modes in order to produce music of some value. That is why
some scholars would use the word gil (lit. way, route) to describe tone related elements and seongeum,
(lit. sound) to describe deeper musical expressions (some singers would call this imyeon, ‘picture
hidden inside’), in order to distinguish the two. Therefore in pansori, seongeum is regarded as more
important than musical modes.
(2) Deoneum
Pansori was, in the beginning stage, limited to the Chungcheong and Jeolla provinces. However it
came to be performed in other regions in the 19th century. Since its expansion into Seoul and other
northern regions including southeastern Gyeongsang provinces, pansori was no longer a local trait but a
highly sophisticated art that was performed only by professional musicians. When it was spread to these
regions, pansori also acquired some of their local musical traits. For example, it incorporated the
menarijo melodies which were unique to the Gyeongsang region. As musical techniques developed, the
rhythmic patterns of pansori also became more complex and multifaceted. Its melodies became more
and more complicated, featuring many transitions and transpositions.
Combining all these traits, each singer developed his own deoneum. Deodeum refers to a singer’s
individually created portion of pansori based on the traditional portions. Deoneum, the newly created
addition to existing melodies, would often reflect local trends such as folk songs or shaman ritual music.
A deoneum unique to a particular singer would result in the singer winning popularity from the
audience. If it was accepted as having musical value by other singers, it would be transmitted from
singer to singer and become a tradition of its own.
Before pansori became popularized, as its audience was spread from commoners to the
aristocrats, its narratives, too, came to incorporate Chinese sentences and ancient stories to suit the taste
of the elite literati audiences. Within those scenes that were newly incorporated, the singers had the
change to show off their musical skills by inserting their own melodies and such actively produced
deoneum became a permanent part of the lengthy pansori that we hear today.
Therefore, deoneum are the new songs unique to each singer that were actively created as pansori
became more widespread locally and came to incorporate more and more stories. Such deoneum not
only gave singers the chance to show off their skills but also acted as a trademark for a particular
pansori school. This was because each school had its own deoneum. For example Junggoje school
would have its own deoneum and Seopyeonje and Dongpyeonje, their own as well. Such differences
ranged from a minor detail in terms of melody or narrative to existence or non-existence of an entire
scene.
Of course, in the case of a very popular deoneum, for example, ‘Jebi nojeonggi’ from
Heungboga, where the swallow that traveled south comes back to Heungbo’s house with a pumpkin
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seed, every school would include this scene. However, each school would have its own method of
delivering the narrative or jangdan. Moreover, in the case of ‘Orijeong ibyeol’ from Chunhyangga,
some schools would omit this scene entirely. Whether or not to include or exclude a popular deoneum is
entirely up to the singer. Therefore even students who learned from the same teacher would have their
own ways of singing their pansori. According to individual singer’s choice, a pansori would include or
exclude a section, borrow a song from other schools, and re-arrange it entirely differently to create new
pansori music.
Joseon changgeuksa ntroduced a total of twenty-six scenes of deoneum related to the pansori
Chunhyangga. From such a large number of deuneum, a singer or a school would incorporate or
selectively choose scenes. Moreover, in such a selective process, the original narratives can be reduced
or enlarged to include more stories. Such changes that occur to the stories would also result in changes
in the music, giving birth to an entirely new sound. Therefore in Im Gyu’s introduction of Joseon
changgeuksa, deoneum is described as something undescribable and unpredictable (which constitutes
the greatest challenge for the singer). In other words, words cannot describe the mystery and the beauty
of deoneum but it will become the greatest asset for all singers.
In the following section, I will examine the process in which a deoneum becomes incorporated
into and altered in the hands of a master singer in the case of Chunhyangga in Dongcho style. Im
Bangul, who was famous for his rendition of the sad aria called ‘Ssukdaemeori,’ was one of the most
famous masters of pansori along with Dongcho (a penname) Kim Yeonsu. Im was from birth a great
singer and developed a technique which suited the taste of the commoners. He was adored for his use of
gyemyeonjo and for his originality in improvisation. His style was often contrasted with that of Kim
Yeonsu, who on the other hand, emphasized the theatrical elements of pansori, such as distinct
phrasing, clear pronunciation, and appropriate physical motions. Their differences in musical
philosophy resulted in warm disputes and conflicts. However Kim Yeonsu was grand enough to
employ the deonuem from his arch rival into his own music.
If we compare the recorded singing of Im Bangul, made by Columbia Recording Company in
1929, with that of Dongcho style, the narrative itself is pretty much the same. However, in the scene
‘Bumo bongyang (support parents),’ where Im Bangul would put each of the eight syllables distinctly to
each beat of the jungmori rhythmic pattern, Dongcho style’s narrative is too dense to be allowed within
one jungmori pattern. Normally a jungmori pattern would have eight syllables per cycle. However, in
the case of Dongcho style, there are many cases where more than sixteen syllables are put into one
rhythmic cycle. This is called juseobuchim. Of course, there are some cases of juseobuchim in Im
Bangul’s singing, too. However in Dongcho style, not only those scenes that Im uses juseobuchim but
also in other places there are multiple occurrences of juseobuchim. In the following example, in
particular, for the words aeng mu seo reul nae ga eo i bo myeo jeon jeon ban cheuk jam mot i ru ni there
are no less than nineteen syllables squeezed into a single rhythmic pattern.
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Im Bangul
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<Example 28> Comparison of Im Bangul and Dongcho style

The above example shows that Dongcho style, in comparison with Im Bangul, frequently uses
juseobuchim to reduce the number of jangdan. Also, in terms of melody, it generally maintains
gyemyeonjo mode but in some parts uses the mood of ujo, which is another contrasting trait with Im’s
music. Of course, in most cases where gyemyeonjo is used, there are some elements of ujo appearing
which is also apparent in Im’s music, However no other singer used this more often than Kim Yeonsu.
This is another characteristic feature of Dongchoje style, which can be described as avoiding the use of
too much gyemyeonjo. Meanwhile, let us look at how juseobuchim can result in a melodic change.

bumo

-

bong yang

-

-i

eop

seo

geul

seo

ireo

jeon
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gong
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ga

-
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<Example 29> of Im Bangul version ‘Ssukdaemeori’ Scene, 7th~8th Jangdan

bumo bongyang geulgong bue

georeul

- ieop

eo

ireo

neunga

<Example 30> of Dongcho style ‘Ssukdaemeori’ scene, Eighth Jangdan

-
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Looking at the two melodies, except for the part ‘gyeoreuli’ the two melodies are quite different. The
rhythmic pattern and melody of the Dongcho style are in fact more similar to those for “bogojigo
bogojigo hanyangnanggun bogojigo,” which appear in the preceding fifth pattern.

<Example 31> of Im Bangul version ‘Ssukdaemeori’ Scene, Fourth Jangdan

<Example 32> of Dongcho style ‘Ssukdaemeori’ scene, Fifth Jangdan

As the above examples, we can see that the Dongcho style uses the following techniques: first,
simplification of existing melodies in using juseobuchi and, second, imitation of similar buchimsae and
melodic forms within a section to result in a new melody. Moreover, we can see that the overall melodic
progressions in Dongcho style feature a variety of sigimsae, melodic leaps which can be wider than an
octave, and free progressions. As a result, the ‘Ssukdaemeori’ song in the style of Dongcho style is more
various and dramatic compared to that of Im Bangul in terms of melodic mode and progressions.
Thus, although deoneum is a special scene within a pansori performance developed by each
master singer to heighten the artistic creativity of pansori music from the 19th century, as it became
established and popularized in later generations the narratives and musical features were altered
according to schools and individual singers to result in what we have today.
3. Seongeum (musicality) and Singing Style
Every culture in the world has its own style of singing. The bel canto style of the West is different
from the style of singing used in traditional Korean music such as gagok or pansori. Bel canto style has
the singer open his or her vocal chord wide, resonating the head and the chest, to produce a clear and
rounded sound from the belly. In pansori, however, the singer is encouraged to yell out a rather rough
and direct sound and, instead of resonating the nose, the mouth and the chest are resonated.
In the case of Western operas, the roles are divided according to cast, and male and female singers
would have his or her own parts, with each singer having a limited tonal register. However, in pansori,
one singer would take on all the roles of the drama, including male and female parts, which means the
singer would cover all tonal registers. Therefore, a pansori singer must undergo special training in order
to produce such a wide tonal register.
The most noticeable feature in the music of pansori is probably its unique style of singing. The
method of producing sound in pansori requires the singer to strongly yell out the sound with the vocal
chord muscles strained and tense, resulting in a strong and rough texture of singing. From such an
artificial and tense way of producing sound, we have a rough and tough tone color, which is
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characteristic of pansori.
A pansori singer’s voice is accomplished through a long period of training, which is not to be
imitated easily. This is also greatly influenced by individual musical talent and the local traits of the
singer. We have stories of some master singers who have vomited several pots of blood in their training
period. Such stories only demonstrate just how difficult it is to attain a good voice in pansori. It is in fact
very difficult to become an accomplished pansori singer. Only after years and years of training can one
acquire a good voice. Only then can he or she sing more than seven hours in a row without losing his or
her voice as well as sing in a clear voice even at the age of sixty or seventy. In pansori, only after about
thirty minutes or an hour of singing can the singer begin to produce a proper sound. This is why pansori
performances start out with a danga (short song), sung in a moderate tempo in the middle register.
Moreover, in the past, a pansori singer sung in an outdoor stage without using any microphones.
This means that in order to deliver the narratives clearly, the singer must be trained in producing sounds
with greatly concentrated energy. There are thus stories of singers practicing under a waterfall. They
train their vocal chords to produce sounds that can even penetrate the sound of a waterfall. Such a hard
training can sometimes result in the singer dampening his or her voice. This can even cause the singer to
lose the voice entirely, especially in the higher register. Even with all this hardships however, if the
singer would continuously train him or herself over the years, he or she could finally attain a voice that
is clear and strong, and yet have texture and dimension. If we compare the singing of a well-trained
pansori singer with that of an ordinary person, we can sense the difference in how the sound is
condensed. In the case of the pansori singer, even when his or her voice is soft, it sounds solid, dense,
and full of energy.
The traditional criterion in Korean music for distinguishing good singing from bad is whether or
not it uses the voice coming directly from the vocal chord, not by using any resonation. This is called
tongseong, which forms the basis for pansori singing. Tongseong is produced by increasing force in the
singer’s lower abdomen, intensifying his or her vocal chords. Therefore the voice would come directly
from the vocal chord, which makes it sound weighty and energetic. Only when one achieves such
sound can he or she properly deliver the pansori text. One must remember that the most important
purpose of singing pansori is to deliver the narrative clearly. The reason why a strong and energetic
voice is emphasized in pansori is because it helps to articulate the content of pansori stories realistically
and distinctly.
In pansori singing, various expressions are possible using the state of voice and the technique of
singing. These include: a nasal sound (called biseong, ‘coming from the nose’); balbalseong, which is
the vibration of the throat, a raw and direct sound called saengmok; shallow sound (called geotmok, not
coming from lower abdomen); tteokmok, which has narrow register and sounds damped; norangmok,
a light coloratura using falsetto (which sounds decorative); and mareunmok, which lacks emotions and
style. The sound which is considered the best in pansori singing is called suriseong, which should be
clear, strong, and yet able to express subtle emotions. It is said that suriseong contains some ‘shadow’
within, which helps express the content and the style of a particular song.
Meanwhile, one should remember that pansori does not use resonation techniques. The singer
uses chest muscles and produces sound directly from the throat. Therefore, any resonation of the head
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or oral cavity is forbidden. That is why there are so many kinds of singing techniques for expressing
subtle emotions in pansori. These include, agwiseong (which comes from deep within the back part of
head), dissolving voice, sounding leisurely, tying voice (which is a slow ascension to tension),
bangulmok (for which the singer rolls his or her throat), yeokneunmok (a calm voice that concentrates
on the narration) squeezing voice, chopping voice, and more. Through such techniques, so many
different ways are present in pansori singing, which utilize flexible micro-tones that are difficult to
express using the Western staff notation. In pansori, singers fundamentally maintain a fixed pitch.
However, each singer will express the pitch as a movable pitch, which is determined according to his or
her singing capacity. Because of such individual nature, pansori is destined to be transmitted orally.
This has resulted in the diverse methods of transmission that make each performance different; each
individual performance determined by the interpretation and expressive ability of the singer. Therefore,
a singer achieving a good voice means not only that he or she has acquired the ability to sing well as a
result of training the vocal chords but also that he or she is now equipped with the ability to create and
express his or her own pansori through individual interpretation.
The singing technique in pansori is different from one school to another. For Dongpyeonje school,
the singing ‘begins weighty and the phrasing ends stiffly.’ In Dongpyeonje, the singer must have a
strong voice and use energetic pronunciation, using little decoration. Also, it features strong accents for
sigimsae. Meanwhile, in Seopyeonje, the ‘phrase ending is prolonged,’ and the singer’s voice is light
and decorative. It also employs complex oetbuchim, using minute melodies that result in a light and
florid style of singing. The Junggoje School, on the other hand, is plain and uses a singing style that is
similar to that of gagok. The technique for singing in Junggoje is neutral, situated between
Dongpyeonje and Seopyeonje.
Singing styles differ, as well, according to gender. Female singers have narrower registers than
males, with less volume and depth of voice. Thus traditional masters of pansori would divide students
into male and female classes, in order to focus on their respective strengths. Female singers tend to use
more decoration than quality of voice and male singers are taught to increase their volume and depth of
singing.
Based on the teachings of a master, each student will then enter into vigorous training in order to
develop his or her own singing and the ability to interpret. Only through such a process can one attain
the level of creating his or her own artistic style. Through such individual discipline, a student would
finally succeed in constructing his or her own style of singing, which should not be a mere imitation of
the master. In pansori, just repeating after one’s teacher is called sajinsori ‘photograph sound’ and
should be avoided. No two masters have the same singing style. When Koreans say that a musician has
acquired the highest artistic level, they do not mean that the singer has inherited music from the teacher
and became an accomplished performer. The student must develop, on the top of what the teacher has
taught, his or her own artistry, which cannot be imitated by anyone else in the world. Each singer is like
a container which will hold its own creative sound. In Korea, ‘artistic talent’ means that a singer is on
the level of being able to change the music or the narrative according to each particular performance
situation and therefore can maintain creativity at all times.
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4. Imyeon
Pansori is a song which symbolically expresses a story using sori (singing), aniri (speech), and
ballim (gesture). In Korean, such a vivid representation of a story in the hands of a singer is called ‘to
draw the imyoen.’ What is imyeon? It literally means something that contrasts from surface activity,
reading between the lines, or something that has to do with internal meaning. A singing that is in accord
with imyeon is therefore the kind of singing that can musically express the meaning of a narrative based
on an accurate understanding of the original text. In other words, the singer has to depict a scene clearly
and accurately through singing.
In order to depict imyeon competently, one has to understand the narrative well. A story must be
told in a way that can successfully harmonize tension and relaxation, as well as depict and emotionally
empathize with various characters within the overall story. What is expressed through singing must
coincide with the situation in the story. In addition, expressing music that is proper for the content of the
narrative is important. The rhyme system in lyrics must follow the stress pattern of rhythmic cycles, the
intonation must be proper, and the modes and tone color must well express the emotional content of the
narrative. For example, when the words mention a high place, the singer must literally be singing in a
high register and vice versa with a low place. Even the clarity of voice must reflect the content of the
narrative. Therefore all kinds of musical means are employed to express imyeon, which includes not
only rhythmic patterns, modes, buchimsae, and sigimsae, but also ways to determine pitch height. One
can trace this phenomenon in the anecdotes that ‘Saetaryeong (song of birds)’ was actually
indistinguishable with birds singing and that ‘Gwigokseong (song of ghost)’ really brought ghosts.
There are some legends related to gwigokseong. Song Heungrok, a master singer in the school of
Dongpyeonje in the 19th century, was struggling with gwigokseong when, one day, a boy came to him.
It was a dismal rainy day. He followed the boy into a bamboo forest and met several white-haired old
men in a pavilion. These old men asked him to sing Chunhyangga. When he finished singing, the old
men criticized his singing of Gwigokseong. They sang and asked him to repeat after them. Then he
received wine from the elders and fell asleep. When he awoke, he found himself lying in a graveyard.
He then traced his memory and completed the tune of Gwigokseong. There is also another version, in
which Song Heungrok was singing Gwigokseong when the candle that lit the room was blown out.
Ghosts appeared in the air and sang back to him. These legends are good examples that show that the
obsessions of singers who are very much devoted to singing and to accurately delivering imyeon, which
will eventually result in his adept delivery of pansori. Therefore, a singer must be well-versed not only
in the narrative as literature but also the aesthetics as the basis for interpretation of the music and the
musical skill that can well represent such interpretation. It is thus very difficult to depict imyeon
properly.
Singing that is in accord with imyeon must contain not only proper musical elements, including
appropriate modes, singing methods, and rhythmic patterns, but also proper bodily gestures that
communicate emotions. Kim Yeonsu, the founder of the Dongcho style of pansori, once said, to be in
accord with imyeon means that one must possess distinct singing, reasonable narrative and also proper
ballim (gesture). He especially emphasized ballim as something that delivers meaning of singing and he
thought that it was as important as music itself. Even on his deathbed, Kim is said to have corrected his
student O Jeongsuk’ ballim while listening to her sing. When she was singing ‘Orijeong ibyeol,’ and
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came to the part ‘with the two legs stretched out while rubbing his thigh,’ he corrected her actions by
saying, ‘you must really sit down and do the motion.’ Kim Yeonsu highlighted the theatrical elements
of pansori and expressed his personal belief that in order to sing in harmony with imyoen one must
approach the audience through visually dramatic action. Therefore imyeon means that one must
remember that pansori is a totalistic art, which must harmonize good text and musical expressions with
good physical movements.
A performance by a pansori singer is not fixed. It is a process of re-interpretation by each singer.
Therefore not only musical expressions but also the contents of narratives can change for each
performance. Interpretation of imyeon is different for every singer, since they have a different
understanding of the narratives based on different interpretations. For example, in the scene where the
hare makes an escape from the Underworld Palace, Song Mangap expresses the hare’s emotion through
a high-spirited melody in the ujo mode. However, Yi Dongbaek sings the same scene in a sad
atmosphere using the gyemyeonjo. In Chunhyangga, where the newly appointed officer is coming back
home to Namwon, most singers would sing this part in jajinmori jangdan, communicating a cheerful
and light mood. This is because Yi Mongryong is said to be full of expectation in meeting Chunhyang
again. However, Kim Yeonsu thinks differently. ‘Although his heart is anxious to see Chunhyang right
away, he must also act his position and put on a grand behavior. Thus he is proceeding in the jinyangjo
jangdan.’ He says this (through aniri) and sings in a slow jinyangjo pattern. This is the result of Kim’s
own personal opinion about the traditional Korean yangban (novel class). He thinks that a newly
appointed officer who is now nobleman should not show such a light gesture. Also in the parting scene
between Chunhyang and Yi Mongryong, Kim Yeonsu depicts Chunhyang climbing up to a pavilion
called orijeong carrying a tray of wine. The pavilion overlooks the road, on which Yi Mongryong
would travel in order to get to Hanyang. Chunhyang calls Yi Mongryong and shares the wine with him.
And, while seeing him go, she would wail out loud in great sorrow. However, some singers who
maintain the view that Chunhyang was a very chaste lady sing this part a little differently. ‘Some people
say that Chunhyang went up to Orijeong to see him off, but that is not true. There were other people
there watching and so our proud Chunhyang would never cry out loud in public. That would certainly
make Chunhyang lose her face. So she remains in her house to say good bye.’ Kim Yeonsu has
changed the narrative this way, because he thought that a noble lady would not wail to express her
sorrow. Therefore, he excluded the parting scene at Orijeong and changed it to a quiet parting at
Chuhayng’s home. These examples demonstrate that a singer has the freedom not only to change the
musical expressions but also the narratives themselves. Such changes would reflect the singer’s own
view of the story, which eventually completes the imyoen in pansori. Of course, such freedom can be
considered successful only when it has won the acceptance from the listening audience. Therefore
pansori is transmitted but not repeated over and over. It is an art that is re-created by the creativity of
each pansori singer.
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5. Popular Songs Inserted in Pansori
Pansori is an art transmitted by singers. A singer will devise many ways to deliver a long
narrative to the audience, using physical gestures and dance that accompany the singing. As a result, a
singer who is well adored and supported by the audience will be acknowledged as an ‘accomplished’
master singer. Although pansori is an art form that consists mostly of music, singing is not its only
objective. In pansori, singing is an important means and the tool to delivering a story. Therefore, one of
the most important requirements to become a good singer rests not only in musical abilities but also the
ability to improvise according to the situation at hand and express imyeon properly. This is because
pansori is not a one-way presentation of music that disregards communication of the singer with the
audience.
The fact that pansori emphasizes actual field situations or context is well expressed in the saying
‘ilgosu imyeongchang samcheongjung (first is drummer, second is singer, and third is audience)’ which
means that audience expectations will change from situation to situation and the singer is required to
perceive such needs and express his or her talents accordingly. Such talents consist of many things;
from a passive approach of altering the narrative according to situations, to a more aggressive approach,
such as inserting a popular or interesting tune between sections of pansori.

<Figure 7> Kim Yeonsu, During the Younger Years

Pansori is an epic that delivers a long story. Its formal character is tone painting. This has later
developed into wide expansion of each scene, as some parts of pansori became more and more
independent. Therefore, in the case of Chunyangga according to the Dongcho style, which is considered
to have developed the longest version of the pansori (seven hours and thirty minutes), there are no less
than eighty-four separate scenes.
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<Table 2> Dongcho style Chunhyangga Scene Formation

Scenes

Jangdan

1

History of Seong Chunhyang and Yi Mongryong
① Chunhyang is born dreaming of a fairy
② Yi Mongryong is sixteen years old

2

Mongryong asks Bangja about famous places in Namwon

jungjungmori

3

As Mongryong tells Bangja to get ready to visit Gwanghallu Pavillion

jajinmori

4

Bangja tells him about the surroundings
① Over to the East is the Jiri Mountain range
② Chunhyang read a book on exemplary women in the candle light

5

Chunhyang puts up a swing by winding a long rope to the drooped
branch of a peach tree

6

Bangja goes to fetch Chunhyang
① It is quite absurd to say gold
② Chunhyang’s beauty is famous

7

Bangja urges Chunhyang to respond to Mongryong’s calling
① How badly you behaved
② While the mountains of Gyeongsang Province are so magnificent
③ Under the Bonghwang Pavillion over there

jungmori
jinyangjo

jinyangjo
jungmori

jungjungmori

jungjungmori
jajinmori

jungjungmori
jajinmori
jinyangjo

8

Mongryong goes back home and writes Chunhyang a letter
① Since then, Mongryong
② On his way to Chunhyang’s house

9

Mongryong is reading books
① The heavens open at midnight
② Oh, how I long to see Chunhyang

10

The mayor proudly talks about his son to Mongrangcheong

11

Chunhyang writes a latter to Mongryong

12

As the eastern sky is growing light the master calls Bangja

13

Mongryong goes to Chunhyang’s place
① It is not long before the order to end party is given
② The painting illustrates that once upon a time, due to the seven-year
long drought

14

Conversation between Chunhyang and Mongryong

jungmori

15

Chunhyang’s mother comes out after hearing a shaggy dog’s barking

jajinmori

16

Chunhyang and Mongryong spend their first night

jungmori

jajinmori
jungmori

jungmori
jajinmori

jungmori

jinyangjo
jungmori
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17

Thinking over what happened to her daughter last night Chunhyang’s
mother is grieved

jungjungmori

18

Chunhyang’s mother is in deep sorrow

jinyangjo

19

Chunhyang’s mother waits for Mongryong, preparing various foods

jajinmori

20

Chunhyang’s mother sighs, sheds tears

eotmmori

21

Mongryong writes a certificate saying he will never forget Chunhyang

jungmori

22

Chunhyang and Mongryong play while singing love-songs
① Love, love, my love
② love, love
③ Oh, my love!
④ listen the three cardinal principles and the five ethical norms
⑤ let’s hear the song of friendship

23

Mongryong goes out to bid farewell to Chunhyang
① Mongryong thinks all sorts of things
② Just then Hyangdan
③ Chunhyang shamefully releases

24

When Mongryong tells Chunhyang that he should go up to Seoul,
she is delighted
① It is my lifetime dream
② On, now I see
③ Two groups of healthy cariers

25

Chunhyang’s desperation
① Her pretty face droops
② Chunhyang’s mother comes out
③ Her voice is so loud
④ No way, no way

26

27

28

Bangja urges the young master to hurry to go
Chunyhang’s lamentation at the Orijeong
① Chunhyang makes Hyangdan go ahead and walks toward the wood
around the orijeong
② Meanwhile, people are busy preparing two-horse carriages
③ When Mongryong hears this
④ Mongryong is reluctant to mount his horse
⑤ As Bangja kicks the horse
⑥ Chunhyang falls down on the ground
Chunhyang returns home, crying and staggering like a swallow exposed to rain

jinyangjo
jungmori
jungjungmori
jajinmori
jungjungmori

neujinjungmori
jungjungmori
jungmori

jungmori
jungjungmori
jungmori

jinyangjo
jungjungmori
jajinmori
jungmori
jungmori

jinyangjo
jajinmori
jungmori
jungmori
jajinmori
jungmori

jinyangjo
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29

Chunhyang passes her time weeping and grieving

30

Receiving the new mayor

31

Receiving the new mayor
① Receiving the new mayor
② Look at the messenger’s appearance of the new mayor
③ The military officer leads his troops

32

Roll call of the gisaeng
① Woelseon comes in
② Wiseongjou Eumgyeongjin
③ Jinheungi, Chaehongi
④ The heart of a missing lover cannot reach him, Banweol
⑤ Weoljung Cheonhyang, Dangyeja

jungmori

jinyangjo
jungmori
jajinmori
hwimori
jinyangjo
jungmori
jajinmori
jungjungmori
jungmori

33

The new mayor asks Chunhyang’s mother for Chunhyang’s hand in marriange

34

When the yamen guards come to fetch Chunhyang
① The officer runs out
② want to go, I want to go

35

The chief gisaeng goes out

36

As the mayor looks at Chunhyang, he praises her beauty
① It is quite true what I have heard
② Your chastity is wonderful

37

As the mayor threatens Chunhyang, she criticizes his manners and refuses
his request
① A subject cannot serve two kings

jungmori

38

To drag her sown to the courtyard

hwimori

39

Chunhyang’s song of ten strokes
① Watch the executioner
② Beat her hard! yes sir

40

Watching the beating of Chunhyang the jailer, women, and even the lechers
pity her and get enraged

jungmori

41

Chunhyang’s mother hears her daughter dies and she rushes into the yamen

jungjungmori

42

The gisaeng hears the rumor of Chunhyang’s death and comes in

pyeong-jungmori

43

By the stern order to imprison Chunhyang, a servant carries her to the jail
on his back

44

In prison, Chunhyang laments over her misfortune.

jungmori
jungjungmori
jungmori
jungmori
jungmori
jajinmori

jinyangjo
jinyangjo

jinyangjo
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45

In her dream Chunhyang goes looking for Huangling Shrine

46

A gisaeng named Nanhyang goes to the prison and persuades Chunhyang
① A gisaeng named Nanhyang
② Ssukdaemeori (disheveled hair)

47

Mongryong’s in the state examination

48

Appointment as the Royal Inspector of Honam region
① Honam region is panic-stricken
② Outside the South Gate of Seoul

49

Departure of the agents and postmen

jajinmori

50

The inspector prepares himself for his journey

jungmori

51

Carrying Chunhyang’s letter Bangja Goes to Seoul

jinyangjo / jungmori

52

The inspector reads Chunhyang’s letter

jinyangjo / jungmori

53

Offering at Manbok Temple

54

The Buddhist monks of Manbok Temple offer a Buddhist mass for Chunhyang

jungmori

55

Mongryong sends Bangja to Unbong and Chunhyang dreams in the jail

jajinmori

56

Chunhyang calls and consults the blind fortuneteller
① Listen to me.
② How will the heavens speak, what will the earth declare?
③ First dream reading
④ Second dream readingpyeong

jungmori

jungmori
jungmori
jajinmori
jungmori
hwimori

jungmori
eotjungmori
eotjungmori
jajin-jungmori

57

Mongryong dreams of saving Chunhyang

58

The farmers singing as they plant rice
① Duri-dung-dung, ke-geng-geng
② Eohwa-eohwa! Eoyeoru! Sangsadwiyeo!

59

Mongryong is humiliated by the farmers

jungjungmori / jungmori

60

Crossing the Bakseok Pass, Mongryong goes to Namwon

jinyangjo

61

Chunhyang’s mother meets Mongryong

jungjungmori

62

When Chunhyang’s mother sees Mongrong looking like a beggar, she
bewails.

jinyangjo

63

Hyangdan hears this and says, “Madam, don’t say so.” and cries bitterly

jungmori

64

When the curfew bell rings Woelmae and Mongryong go to the jail to see Chunhyang

jinyangjo

65

Chunhyang comes out, but she can’t make a move with her bruised legs

jungmori

jinyangjo
jungmori
jajin-jungmori
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66

Chunhyang meets Mongryong in the jail.

jungmori

67

Chunhyang knows she will die tomorrow and says her last words

jungmori

68

Chunhyang worries about Mongryong and Chunhyang’s mother goes to Ojak
Bridge to kill herself

jungmori

69

On the mayor’s birthday, the magistrates from the nearby towns gather

jajinmori / jungmori

70

In the middle of the wild banquet Mongryong makes a fuss and asks for food
① They are talking with each other and exchanging cups of wine
② The commander from Unbong glances sideways
③ On the cracked low table

jinmori
jajinmori
hwimori

71

A gisaeng sings a song to offer wine for Mongryong

72

Reading Mongryong’s poem, the commander from Unbong and the
magistrate from Gokseong are about to leave.

73

Mongryong’s appearance throws the whole office into utter confusion.

74

As Mongryong takes a seat in the office

75

The jailer brings Chunhyang to the office

jungmori

76

The widows gather to save Chunhyang

jajinmori / jungmori

77

An old widow angrily frowns at Mongryong

jajinmori

78

When the inspector orders Chunhyang to attend to him, she refuses.

jungmori

79

Chunhyang recognizes the inspector is Mongryong and tells how cruel he is

jungmori

80

Chunhyang’s mother comes in after finding out the inspector is her son-in-law

Jajinmori / jungjungmori

81

Chunhyang and her mother return home. Meanwile, Bangja comes back from
Unbong.

jungmori

82

Mongryong asks the mayor to rule well

83

Mongryong goes to Chunhyang’s house and has a friendly talk with her

84

Chunhyang lets Bangja and Hyangdan marry and go to Seoul.
① After he talked to mother and daughter
② Appoint Chunhyang as virtuous woman

jungmori

jajinmori

jinyang
jungmori
eotjungmori
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As can be observed from the above table, a single scene has more than just a song. For example,
for some popular scenes favored by the public, such as the part where Chunhyang and Yi Mongryong
are exchanging love (no. 22), or the parting scene at the Orijeong when Yi Mongryong is leaving for
Hanyang (no.27), the singer tends to give a more detailed narrative. In such situations, the singer will
sing many different songs and give more narration, responding to the expectations of the audience.
Therefore, in the scene where Chunhyang and Yi Mongryong are making love, the singer expands the
love song by inserting more analogues. Thus, at first the song will consist mainly of a confession of
love, followed by an oath that this love will last forever, after which the singer will touch upon each
word like love, like, and affection.
Meanwhile, one of the effective ways of emphasizing a scene as theatrical performance and to
expand it as much as possible is to insert a popular song from outside of the traditional pansori
repertoire, with which the audience is already familiar. Such added songs borrowed from other musical
genres are called ‘inserted popular songs (sabipgayo).’ These popular songs can range from sijo and
japga (professional songs) to minyo (folk songs), shaman ritual songs, and mask dance songs. In fact,
the dictionary meaning of ‘gayo’ covers both art songs and secular songs and is a general term that also
incorporates folk songs, children’s songs, and popular tunes. The concept of inserted songs generally
being used in Korean literature today is not too different from what Jeon Gyeonguk (1988) meant when
he said, ‘gayo is an independent song that is inserted in a pansori ‘. These songs that are considered as
‘inserted’ are also found in folk songs, gasa, and japga. Therefore it is rather problematic to define all
inserted songs in pansori as gayo. This is because there are some songs in pansori that are difficult to be
considered as popular tunes in the general sense, such as danga (short song) and muga (religious songs).
Some scholars in Korean literature have proposed alternative terms for ‘inserted,’ such as sabip gayo
(inserted songs), byeonhyeong gayo (altered songs), and changjak gayo (created songs), gijon gayo
(existing songs) and changjak gayo (created songs), and chayong gayo (borrowed songs) and changjak
gayo (created songs). In Korean music the term ‘gayo’is the most controversial among the existing
terms. However, in this paper, since ‘sabip gayo’ (inserted songs) is already being widely used among
scholars today, this term will be continuously employed, for lack of consistent agreement among
scholars regarding the terminology.
Now, let us look at some of the examples of inserted songs in Dongcho style of Chunhyangga.
There are countless inserted songs in Chunhyangga and among them we shall examine the song of
sacred blessing (no.54), sung by the monks at Manbok temple. This ‘prayers at Manbok temple’ scene,
which consists of a long melody in jungmori jangdan, can be divided into two sections according to its
narrative structure. The first section begins with the words ‘Beopjuseonsanimeun ~ yebureul heoneundi’
(The head monk wears a crown and a monk puts on a deep blue hat, and other monks hold a small
cymbals, a gong...praying for Chunhyang) and it describes the process of offering a prayer. The second
section is the main part of the prayer, ‘Namuamitabul ~ bunmyeongkuna’ (Namuamitabha...he could
save her). Among them the first part shares its narrative with sections from danga ‘Baekguga,’
‘Baekbalga,’and ‘Sachanghwaryu.’
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<Example 33> Beginning Part of ‘Offering at Manbok Temple’ Scene
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<Example 33> Beginning Part of ‘Offering at Manbok Temple’ Scene
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As can be seen from <Example 33> and <Example 34>, the two melodies are almost the same. Therefore,
we can assume that Dongcho style Chunhyangga has borrowed the melody and the narrative almost
exactly from the danga ‘Baekgusa.’ As a result, the musical structure of this scene in ‘Baekgusa’ has been
naturally incorporated into pansori without much alteration in terms of both melody and rhythm.
Thus, the reason why popular tunes were inserted into pansori was, as mentioned above, not only
to expand a certain scene but also to make it more exciting and interesting, by bringing in an already
popular and familiar tune to the audience. Inserted tunes that have crept into pansori in this manner
have become more sophisticated in the hands of professional singers, which were then returned to the
general people to become popular songs again. An example would be the folk song ‘Sangyeosori’
which was sung by a death carriage carrier on the way to a tomb or the rice planting song ‘Sangsasori.’
Of the two, “Sangsasori” changed its name to ‘Nongbuga’ (Farmer’s Song) when it became pansori
music. In Chunhyangga, this song is sung by farmers as Yi Mongryong, the inspector, heads back to
Namwon. It begins in a slow tempo of jungmori jangdan and then becomes faster as it changes to fast
jungmori or jungjungmori. In Korean folk songs, it is common that a slow song is sung together with a
faster song. The word jajin, meaning ‘frequent,’ and yeokeum, meaning ‘dense,’ are attached to the
faster music. Examples are ‘Nanbongga’ and ‘Jajin Nanbongga,’ ‘Susimga’ and ‘Yeokeum Susimga.’
‘Sangsasori’ is a farming song that is sung in southern Chungcheong and Jeolla Provinces, and
parts of southern Gyeongsang Province. According to region, it can be sung only with a slow tempo or
only a fast tempo and some regions sing these as a pair. Below is a comparison between different
versions of the ‘Sangsasori’ rice planting and farmer’s song from the pansori Chunhyangga. First, let
us look at three different versions for the beginning section of ‘Sangsasori.’

<Example 35> ‘Sangsasori’ Rice Planting Song from Damyang

<Example 36> ‘Sangsasori’ Rice Planting Song from Yeonggwang

<Example 37> ‘Sangsasori’Rice Planting Song from Wando
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These two jangdan use a continuously repeated refrain. As can be observed from the three examples
above, their beginning parts are slightly different but they become the same starting from the second
rhythmic pattern. Now we shall compare this with ‘Nongbuga’ (farmer’s song) of pansori.

<Example 38> ‘Nongbuga’ from Chunhyangga Yi Dongbaek, Kim Chuweol, Sin Geumhong chorus

In a typical Korean folk song, when one person calls, the rest of the singers will respond in a
refrain. ‘Sangsasori’ from Damyang (Example 36) exactly follows this pattern and we can see that in
the pansori adopted into a multi-character pansori theater changgeuk, this format is employed as well.
Moreover, even looking at the melody and the jangdan, we can see that the farmer’s song in pansori is
very similar to the three examples we have examined above. Thus, as the folk song ‘Sangsasori’ has
become absorbed into pansori, it became a newly added scene in the drama. Moreover, the reason why
the three versions of the folk song shown above are so similar to one another is due to its refinement as
the ‘Farmer’s Song’ by professional singers of pansori. With its re-incorporation as ‘Sangsasori,’ local
differences became diluted and almost non-existent.
In other words, early pansori, which had been transmitted based on compiled local stories,
gradually came to absorb various other genres such as folk songs, professional songs and shaman songs.
This made a pansori performance longer, adding more scenes and variety to its original form and
making the music more and more complex. Therefore pansori’s strong structure as an epic has exerted
much influence on its essential characteristic as an art of oral tradition. In general, it is commonly found
that an orally transmitted genre becomes simplified and repetitive due to the difficulty of memorizing its
long contents. However, since pansori is not an art form transmitted by professional singers it was
therefore able to overcome such difficulties and become a complex, multi-layered, tone painting
performance genre in terms of both its contents and musical expressions.
6. Pansori as an Epic 4
Epic music is a type of literature genre in which a narrator would report in detail the events that
happened in the past in the form of a story. In order to present such a literary genre through singing it
needs certain musical elements. These elements, when studied in terms of their structural principles and
performance form, can be divided into musical characteristics and performance practice.
Epic music, viewed primarily through its musical aspects, is performed: 1) by alternating song
and text (sori and aniri), 2) by making use of inserted popular tunes in order to expand a particular
scene or to supplement the ‘play’ aspect for each scene (as in epic ritual songs and pansori), 3) by using
rhythms and melodies in their most basic format. Epic music, which has developed complex rhythmic
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patterns such as those in shaman retuals on Eastern coast, influenced not only complex rhythms in
pansori, but has also expanded its melodies in terms of register, giving it a more dramatic effect.
Moreover, in terms of performance practice it: 1) features an active chuimsae that comments on the
singing, 2) either does not need a separate instrument for accompaniment (such as in epic folk song) or
uses only simple rhythmic accompaniment such as the janggu or the buk in both epic ritual songs and
pansori.
In the case of pansori, the reason why epic music has adopted the method of alternating between
singing and speaking is because the alternation of tension, provided by sori, and relaxation, caused by
aniri, will together construct a dramatic effect and can allow the audience to focus more on the pansori
performance. Moreover, in order to make the performance more three dimensional, epic music has
incorporated various inserted popular tunes. Therefore, it can be said that pansori is a type of epic music
that has benefited most from maximizing such atechnique of insertion. Epic music, on the other hand, is
more of a strictly storytelling genre. Therefore its primary interest is to deliver a story effectively. Lest a
musical element impede on telling a story accurately, it tries to use rhythms that correspond to the
rhythms inherent in the text, rather than use a sentimental melody.
Besides such musical devices, epic music has chosen to make an active use of chuimsae, which
functions as a checking device to see whether the story is being effectively transmitted. Moreover, it
uses a percussive instrument for accompaniment, which is effective in bringing out the rhythmic aspects
of the text. The difference between sung epic music and a written epic is that it is a performance art that
is constructed upon the active interaction between the singer and the audience. In other words, epic
music is a storytelling genre, sung in front of a live audience. It is by no means a one way strait, since
the audience does not just sit there passively while the singer delivers a story. Rather, the audience
would actively participate in and respond to the performance, and would even exert considerable
influence on the contents of singing. This is probably what most separates epic songs from written
epics. Thus it is clear that such various elements of epic music are tools for bringing the singer and the
audience closer together through music.
Now let us consider once more the three characteristics of epic music introduced in the beginning
of this section on epic music; musical contents/function, singer’s voice, and role of accompaniment.
Based on the analyses discussed so far on epic music, among the three characteristics, only the musical
contents/function and the singer’s voice are featured exclusively in pansori. The role of accompaniment
is limited to both pansori and shaman ritual on Eastern coast, among various types of epic ritual music.
Therefore, it can be said that these are not general characteristics found in Korean epic music, but
rather exclusive traits that pansori has acquired during its process of transforming from a simple epic
music to complex art form. Thus, pansori does not represent the general characteristics of Korean epic
music. Rather, the basic traits of epic music in Korea have been established through epic folk songs.
Such songs then have developed into epic ritual songs, by means of employing various inserted popular
tunes and rhythmic variations. Pansori is only the result of maximizing such added features. Pansori is
an exclusive type of epic music, which represents a very special case of epic genre that has developed
into a totalistic art form of the highest quality and sophistication.
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Theory of Pansori

1

In Western art music, rhythmic structure is mostly based on duple or triple meter.
However in Korean music, duple and triple meters are mixed in one music. This is called honbak, a mixed meter.
2
Kim Kyung-hee, Pansori Music of Kim Yeonsu Seoul: Minsogwon
3
Kim Cheong-man, Kim Gwang-seop. Korean Music Rhythmic Patterns Seoul: Minsogwon
4
See Structure and Performance Style of Epic Music by Kim Kyunghee 2002
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